Recently, numbers of disptributed generators (DGs) connected to distribution systems have been increasing. The system operators should know how large capacity of DGs can be connected without problems to one feeder of the system to control the system appropriately. The authors proposed the analytic method to calculate the maximum capacity of DGs and reported some results of maximum capacity of DGs. They report about calculation results of maximum capacity of DGs in the system installed Step Voltage Regulator(SVR) in this paper. Fig. 1 shows a model system so that sets of DGs and load are dispersed on distribution line completely. Novel differential equations are led from conventional power flow and voltage drop equation by operating that the line length of the system is infinitesimally small element. The power flow equation like Eq. (1) has been given by above operation. Line loss is neglected in Eq. (1). Eq. (2) shows the result of integural Eq. (1), where P L (x) + jQ L (x) is total load power and −P G (x) + jQ G (x) is total output of DGs at the view of the system.
Next, the voltage drop equtaion like Eq. (3) also has been given by above operation. ξ is arbitrary point within the system length.
The voltage profile from a substation to the location installed a SVR is given as Eq. (4) by substituting ξ = 0 in Eq. (3). The primary voltage of a SVR is given as Eq. (5) by substituting x = m in Eq. (4). The secondary voltage of a SVR is given as Eq. (6) when Fig. 1 . Model system the transformation ratio of a SVR is n. The voltage profile from the location installed a SVR to the end of the feeder is given as Eq. (7) by substituting ξ = m in Eq. (3).
The authors chose trapezoid distribution as the shape of the electric power density to represent the density concentrated to the subsation side, the end of the system, and the equality.
The maximum capacity of DGs is calculated by increasing the capacity of DGs in Eq. (2) and Eq. (4)-(7) under the current restriction condition and voltage restriction condition shown in Table 1 .
As voltage control method of SVR, they consider existing SVR whose ratio of transformation is fixed to 1 if it detects reverse power flow, and reverse power flow type SVR which operates appropriately even if it detects reverse power flow.
From calculation results on maximum capacity of DGs for power factor of DGs, it is found what the parameters like power factor of DGs, distribution of DGs, and magnitude of load influence maximum capacity of DGs.
From calculation results on maximum capacity of DGs for length of system, it is found that restriction condition is classified two modes(V min and V max ) in existing SVR and four modes(two sets of V min and V max ) in reverse power flow type SVR respectively. Maximum capacity of DGs in the system with reverse power flow type SVR is larger than that in the system with existing SVR. In the distribution system installed a
Step Voltage Regulator (SVR), maximum capacity of distributed generators (DGs) is calculated where DGs are completely dispersed on distribution line. The calculation method is that maximum capacity of DGs is calculated under the restriction condition of upper (lower) voltage regulation value and allowable current value by using voltage and current profile which are expressed analytically based on power density model that the authors propose. As voltage control method of SVR, they consider existing SVR whose ratio of transformation is fixed to 1 if it detects reverse power flow, and reverse power flow type SVR which operates appropriately even if it detects reverse power flow.
From calculation results on maximum capacity of DGs for power factor of DGs, it is found what the parameters like power factor of DGs, distribution of DGs, and magnitude of load influence maximum capacity of DGs. From calculation results on maximum capacity of DGs for length of system, it is found that restriction condition is classified two modes in existing SVR and four modes in reverse power flow type SVR respectively. Maximum capacity of DGs in the system with reverse power flow type SVR is larger than that in the system with existing SVR. 
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